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A reasonable approach to the examinnt ion of Venus t oyography, 1-hsrurcd 
for photographic imaging, is available in the application of airborne radar 
mapping syRtems to an orbiter mission about the planet. Extrapolating the 
improving capabilities of Earth-based radar study of Venus into the 1980's 
suggests that only a non-uniform, poorly resolved surface profile wi.11 be 
possible relative to the potential for 100% coverage at 100 meter resolution 
with an orbital radar. The intent of this paper is to define mission oppar- 
tunities favorable for a V e n u ~  orbital mapper during the 19801s, to examine 
orbit design problems associated with mapping radar systems, to estab!ish 
what f l e x t b i l i t y  exists for an adaptive mapping strategy, to \ontribute to 
the sizfng of parti.cu1ar spacecraft systems, to suggest a reference rnizsion 
design and demonstrate mission feasibility. 
This study has been conductea as part of Contract NAS2-7204 by mrtin 
Mtvietta Aerospace, for the Ames Research Cei. - i ,  NASA. The author wis\rcs 
t o  acknowledge the contributfons of J.S. Mac#ay of the Aaes Research Center 
and D.R.  Cross of Martin Marietta in guiding the direction of mission 
analysis and design, and suggesting areas of productive investigation. 
Characteristics of the radar system design reported here reflect the creative 
efforts of F.A. Vandenberg, Martin Marietta. R.J. Boain and D.V. Byrnes of 
Martin Marietta have contributed to the navigation and orbit determination 
analyses. 
INTRODUCTION 
An existing challenge to our exploration of the solar system is the 
acquisition of a topographical prof ile of the planet Venus, whcrc surface 
features are obscured for optical mapping systems by a dense atmosphere. 
Projecting the improving capabilities of Earth-based radar imaging into 
the 1980's indicates that the Venue surface might then he resolved in a very 
non-uniform fashion, with refiolutions ranging from 500 meters at thc  planet 
equator to 5 km near the polar regions. Only 25% of the total surface area 
will potentially be mapped at resolutions better than 1 km (Ref 1) .  In 
contrast, science requirements generally suggest that a surface resolution 
nearer 100 meters over at least one entire hemisphere is necessary to 
provide an adequate map for any comprehensive analysis of surface structure. 
The application of airborne radar mapping systems, which have proven 
effective on Earth during the last two decades, to an orbiting spacecraft 
about Venus offers that degree of mapping potential. In operation within 
~arth's atmosphere, those system have successfully resolved terrain features 
and vegetation characteristics beneath the dense cloud cover over South 
American jungles (Ref 2). 
The structure of the Martin Merietta study (Ref 3) of a Venus orbital 
radar mission, from which this paper has been derived, was directed toward 
the feasibility assessment of a broad range of mission opportunities, 
spacecraft systems configurations, and orbit design philosophies. From that 
overview have evolved specific conclusion$ and recunme~;dations relevant to 
the miseion concept. This paper emphasitaa thosc conclusions which pert J ~ I I  
primarily to evaluation of mission opportunities, design of the mappins 
orbit and its interplay with the radar system capability, and the 
requirbment s placed upon spacecraf t propulsion sys tcms . Key miss ion/syst ems 
trades which form the basis of the presented conclusions and rec-ntiations 
are detailed. Specifics of the proposed radar system are addressed as they 
shape mission design, and as they  relate to the surface coverage achieved 
by the suggested reference mission. 
The paper has drawn in part From various sources which have recently 
examined the orbital radar mapping concept. A 1972 report by the Jet 
Propulsion Lab (Ref 4 )  has sout;ht to define a radar system suitable for 
orbital application, and has thus contributed to our general understanding 
of radar system design. A subsequent JPL study (Ref 1, Lbid) expands their 
early work into many related mission and systems aspects of a Venus orbital 
radar, and describes important scLence considerations For the radar explora- 
tion of the planet. In that work JPL has emphasized the capabilities of 
radar mapping from circular to near-circular orbits. Fimlly, avreport by 
the Ames Research Center (Ref 5) has formed a foundation for much of the 
mission design and systems evaluations of the Martin study, and has stimulated 
many productive directions of investigation pursued in this assessment of 
Venus radar mapping mission feasibility. 
MISSION CONCEPT 
Mie~Lon opportunities for a Venus orbiter have been assessed within 
the timeframe of the early to late 1980's -- specific launch windows are 
defined for the years 1983, 1984, 1986, 1988, and 1989. This mission set 
reflects the philosophy at study Lnception of the most likely period for 
planning an orbital mapping of Venus, considering the expected austere c l i m ~ t t ?  
of rpace funding. Given that climate, the emphaeis here has bccn toward 
implementing state of the art technology, with reasonable assumptions of 
growth into the proposed timeframe, to gain the most science return for the 
least dependence on new technology development. In keeping with this rittion- 
ale, much attention has been directed toward the launch capability of Titan 
ffXB/~entaur (although the possibilities of a Shuttle/~entaur are also 
addressed), and toward the pcrformitnce characteristics of Vlkiag c lash  orbit 
insertion propulsion. 
Science objectives for the radar examination of Venus have set the tcrtw 
for mission design. So too has the desire to provide in this preliminary 
stage of mission definition a flexible mapping strategy. That strategy 
should be capable af adaptive response to whatever knowledge of the planet 
becomes available by way of Pioneer Venus or Russian missions, or through 
Earth-based radar study, prior to f 1 ight . Roth considerat ions support a 
design which provides access to the entire Venus surface, for either a com- 
plete area profile map, or for a mission which concentrates mapping on a 
variety of widely dlspersed points of interest. Primary emphasis hcrr has 
been toward the objective of contiguous area mapping, at surface resolutions 
near 100 meters. In either case, the implications for design of the mapping 
orbit lead to orbit inclinations near polar to gain full latitude coverage, 
and to a mapping mission duration sufficiently long to access all longitudes. 
One Venus ratat ion on axis take8 243 days, and thus an orbiter life oi at 
0 
least 122 days is necessary with a strategy which maps a full 360 about 
the planet each mapping pass, or of at least 243 days with a strategy that 
0 
m e p ,  a 180 pole-to-pole swath each pass. To achitwe resolutions approath- 
ing 100 meters, mapping altitude ~hould be reasonably low consistent w i t h  
other elements constraining this parameter. The s i ze  of the orbit (t-ccen- 
tricity) has been a principal mission trade in this study, nnd as such is 
treated parametrically through much of the analysis. Prcfcr:er~ce for on 
orbft design of $ 5  eccentricity will be developed ns various aspec t s  of the 
mission axe examined. 
The role played by the radar system in shaping mission design is some- 
what analogous to that of an optical imaging system, with  a few norahlc ex-  
ceptions. The proposed mapping radar is of necessity sidt -looking; that is, 
the radar beam vector is displaced out of the plane of motion by a specified 
angular distance referred to as side-look angle (SLA). This offset prov~des 
the shadwing effect necessary for a radar surface relief map, and corresponds 
to the natural teliei provided by su.: illumination and shadows in an opt icn '  
map. For both mapping techniques, limits are imposed on the altitude range 
from which a desired surface resolution can be achieved. In t h e  Cast? of an 
optical mapping system these limits are directly tied to the focal length 
range of the imaging camera, be it photographic or television. For radar 
imagery these altitude limits derive fran radar pcwer requirements and 
signal interpretation constraints. Radar parer requirements increasc. in 
proportion to the cube of distance to the target, if resolution is held 
constant. In addition, for increasingly large radar range, the swept area 
under a fixed beamwidth grows to a point where the information returned 
becomes meaningless. The problem is referred to as radar signal ambiguity 
and represents a situation where the individual radar sig~sl pulses from 
nuccerreive series of burst8 along the orbital path canriot be d i f ferent ia ted ,  
and therefore cannot be processed into a coheaive picture (Ref 3). 
As is the case for both optical and radar area mapping, dcslgn of n 
circular orbit presents a constant altitude and rangc prnlile to the imaging 
uyatemb and therefore places the least dcmsnd on those systems. The circular 
orbit does, hawever, exact a significant penalty in large orbit insertion 
propulsion requirements and reduced inserted payload capability. Design 
of an eccentric orbit, by contrast, reduces orbit insertion propulsion 
requirements to mrch more manageable levels, while farcing the ilnaging systems 
to contend with the probl.ems af variable altitude. Ia the following sections, 
this latter approach will be developed as the preferred design for the orb- 
ital radar mapping of Venus consistent with the guiding objective of estab- 
lishing a misolon of reasonable cost, and a method of dealing with the  
domade oa the radar system will be suggested. 
PERFORMANCE CIIARACTERISTI CS OF VENUS OPPORTUNZTI ES IN THE 1980 ' S
Assessment of mission performance vas initially directed tclward defini- 
tion of the performance capabilitLes of the considered Earth-Venus opportu- 
nities. The view was one of optimizing inserted weight in orbit for the 
assumptione of 1) Titan TIIE/Centaor launch, 2) a 20 day launch window, 
3) Viking class orbit insertion propulsion, 4) impulsive coplanar insertion 
into a moderately eccentric orbit (e = .3) at 400 km altitude, and 5) a 
"rubber" propellant load and payload weight. A periapsis altitude of 400 km 
was selected as a nominal target for insertion, reflecting the expected 
miniwrm altitude (300 km) neressary to avoid entry into the sensible Venus 
atmosphere (at 130 km) over an extended mirsim, and the expected encounter 
errore in radiur (about 75 km) from navigation uncertainties. For all 
mireion years both Type I and 11 trajectories (transfer angle less than or 
greater than 1890) have been examined, but only where performance j s compa- 
rable (as in 1983 and 1964) have both types been treated to a comprehensive 
description. To complete the pcrformancc absessment, the characteristic!. 
of Shu:tle/Centaur as a launch alternative are included and discussed. 
Isolation of the more promising periods for trajectory transfcrs to 
Venus orbit during the decade has drawn in part f r m  the launch and arrfvnl 
contours presented in Ref 5. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a typic21 set of 
Earth departure conditions (C3 and launch azimuth declination, DLA) and 
Venus arrival conditions (Vhp magnitude and declination) for opportunities 
in 1983. In Table 1 arc listed the resulting performance characteristics 
and trajectory parameters for all of the opportunities, with 20 day launch 
wLndws optimized under the assumptions detailed above. table prebcnrs 
launch and arrival dates, Cg, trip time, transfer angle, Vhp, an.! a measure 
of payload weight potential for the start, midpoint, and end of each window. 
For each mission, u Type I trajectory exi.sts with respectable perfonnance. 
In 1983 and 1984, Type TI trajectories yield comparable performance capabi l -  
ity and are included in this list. 
Of relevance to the design of the mapping orbit, and as a standard by 
which the mission years can be assigned more than a qulrlitative valuc. the 
proffle of payload wziqbt capability against mapping orbit size (eccentrlcfty) 
becomes o very important trade. In the curves of Figure 3 this picturc is 
presented for each opportunity, consideri~g the worst day performance over 
the appropriate 20 day window defined in Table 1. Using as a guide the 
arbitrary assumption of a lOOC kg desired payload weight, the curves can be 
related to mission feasibility. For all opportunitter to be viable, with 
sufficient margin to account for normal system growth and loore realist l c  
Earth Launch Date, 1983 
Figure 1 hunch Energy profile for 1983 
Earth Launch Date, 1983 
Figure 2 Arrival Vhp Profile for 1983 
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arrersment of orbit inrerti&AV, orbit eccentricity would have to be . 5  
t 
or greater. A6 eccedtricities lower than . S  are considered by the design, 
mission years become lost Cn the order 1988, 1986, 1989 with decreasing 
eccentricity. An eccentricity of .2 then represents probably the tightest 
orbit which could be realized for any of the mission years. Again, these 
preliminary conclusione rest on the set of all assumptions previously dis- 
cussed, and serve to indicate trends and potential bounds to mission design. 
As the mission study progressed into other areas related to performance 
capability, this payload profile became modified to incorporate certain 
design refinements. Specifically, the analyses discussed in following 
sections concerning more sophisticated and complete treatment of orbit in- 
0 
sertion requirements indicated that allowance be made for a 20 aps idal  shift 
and the inclusion of significant finite burn lossej. Thesc considerations 
strongly influenced the design of the insertion propulsion system and 
ultimately led to the treatment of a 3-engine Viking insertion system. That 
design, and its performance characteristics , were in turn incorporated int c 
the capability profile, and the curves of Figure 4 illustrate ,he more real- 
istic picture, with inclusion of higher inert weight values, 8V adjustments 
and losses. Details of these adjustments are discussed later. It is suffi- 
cient to note here that in this more realistic view, the 1986 and 1988 op- 
portunitiis would he inadequate for orbit eccentricities of . 5  or less, given 
the qualifying assumptions and the 1000 kg payload. 
The value of Shuttle/Centaur as a launch alternative can be derived 
from Figure 5, which reflects the more reasonable insertion assumptions 
included in Figure 4 for Titan performance. Tnserted weights are shown 
ranging from best to woret mission opportunities of the mission set. 
- E F  
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The potential  capabil i ty of Shutt letcentaur fo r  deliver in^ a payload t o  Venue 
i s  about twice tha t  of Ti tan  1 1 1 ~ / ~ e n t a u r ,  and t h i s  opens the poss ib i l i ty  
of a dual spacecraft mission. With two spacecraft i n  orbit a variety of 
options becunes available. Prr#bably the  most a t t r ac t ive  mission a l t e rna t ive  
would involve a t ime-staggered inser t ion  for  the two ve!licles vhich would 
place them i n t o  ident ica l  but lagging orbi ta .  I n  t h i s  concept, the leallnp, 
o rb i t e r  cauld map i n  a wide area resolut ion mode, gaining the desired can-  
plete,  overlapping surface prof i le .  The second spacecraft i n  I t s  t r a i l i n g  
orbi t ,  phased t r  allow digestion of the area map, could then be a high 
resolut ion sapper concentrating on near real-time selected featurer  of 
in te res t ,  The important conclusion t o  be drawn is tha t  consideration of 
Shuttle/Cerrtaur provides a f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  mission design beyond the  simple 
performance enhancement of exist ing launch opportunities o r  the opening of 
marginal opportunities . 
COMPARATIVE ENCOUNTER GEOMETRY 
An exemination of planet/ t rajectory geometry a t  Venus encounter was 
necessary t o  determine the  degree t o  which o rb i t  design could be divorced 
from mission year dependency. Deterninatian of those parameters which were 
s igni f icant ly  variable with mission opportunity would serve t o  indicate the 
range of ~ i t u a t i o n s  which the mission analysis  would have t o  t r e a t .  
Table 2 l i s t s  charac ter is t ic  orientat ions of the spacecraft,  Earth, sun, 
and Vhp vector a t  Venus a r r iva l  for  a l l  years, corresponding t o  the same 
launch w i n d m  specified previously. It should be noted a t  t h i s  point that  
the convantion used throughaut t h i s  study fo r  direct ions with respect t o  
5 3 8  
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the Venue surface is referenced to 3 system defined in thc Venus orbit plane, 
with the positive x-axis directed taward the Venue vernal equinox o f  date. 
This convention preserves a c-on sense of direction among all the bodies 
considered in the mission, and avoids the reversed equatorial system of 
Venus arising from the planet's reverse spin. 
From Table 2 can be observed a general eimilarity in arrival geometry 
for all cases in the Venus orbit plane. Noting the right ascension of Vhp 
with reepect to Earth, the Vhp vector is directed oppostce the Earth vector, 
within t 30' of an exact 180' displacement, for all mission oppurtuaities. 
The implication for mission design is that insertion out of Earth view can 
probably be expected for most considered Venus arrivals. In addition to 
this, the arrival angle between sun and Earth vectors  i s  r t * s r r i c t ~ d  t ib  hv- 
0 0 tween 90 and 115 in all cases. This relatively invariant orientation of 
sun, Earth, and Vhp vector In the orbit plane implies that for any specific 
orbit design, character is ti:^ of occultatiox~ patterns, orbit stability, 
power acquisition, thermal load, and comunications scheduling should be 
general ly independent of miss ion opportunity . 
The significant variations i n  the arrival picture involve characteristrcs 
of the Vhp vector other than its in-plane location. Both Vhp magnitude and 
declination exhibit substantial variation and mission year dependency, even 
within the 20 day launch window defined for each opportunity. Vhp magnitude 
varies from just under 3 h / s e c  for missions in 1983 and 1984 to a mnximum 
near 5 km/sec in 1986. This condition has a direct in£ luence on the orbit 
insertion AV requirements for transfer to an orbit of any eccentricity, 
since thir parameter measures the amount of energy which must be removed 
from the heliocentric trajectory to effect the orbit transfer. Vhp also 
variee considerably in dec :linatfon out of the orbit plane, ranging from 
about 40' eouth in 1986 to 40' north in 1988. This declination variation 
(along with Vhp magnitude) Ls an important determinant of the locus of 
orbit orientations and periapsis latitude solutions achieved by coplanar 
transfer, and is addressed in detail in the next section. 
ARRIVAL ORBIT CRIEWTA!l'ION POSSIBILITIES 
For each arrival date and Vhp vector, of each launchlnrrival date set 
for the considered missions, there exists a set of orbit inclfnation/periapsis 
latitude combinations which can be achieved under the assumption of nominal 
coplanar transfer into orbit. This set is derivcd from rotat ion of thk, Vhp 
vector 360' about the target planet fn the aimplane, when the trctjttctory is 
targeted to specific arrival conditions. The resulting curve of periapsis 
location is referred to as the subperiapsis locus. When this locus is rc- 
lated t o  the corresponding orbit inclination, orbit orientation possibilities 
can be illustrate? 3g football shaped curves. Figure 6 shows these conditions 
for a 1983 Type I mission where each "football" represents orbit orientation 
loci for the appropriate launch/arrival date set at the beginning, midpoint, 
and end of the specified 20 day window. 
If only circular orbits were to be considered, periapsis location in 
latitude would have significance only in posftioning the insertion burn, 
and the primary concern would be that of achfeving tl poliir orbit inclination. 
But given the attractfve orbit insertion propulsive requirements of eccentric 
orbitr, the nominal periapris latitude range for each mission year assumes 
a particular importance. Latitude of periapsia has a direct hearing on vherc, 
Orbit Inclination (deg) 
Figure 6 Orbit Orientation Poselbilities For 1983 Type I 
with respect to the aurface, mapping is centered 11 that nwpping is rest rictcd 
to a range of altitudes about periapais. Thc presumption is that for an 
orbit of mediutn to large eccentricity, radar aspping  cartnc~t- he achievtd over 
a complete 360' orbit transit, given the radar constrrints dtscusaed earlier. 
From Figwe 6 it can he obaerved t h ~ t  i f  rmly pr\Iar orbits ( i  = OO*) a w  
considered for the mapping mlaaion, there exists a double-valued perinpsta 
latitude aolution for nominal insertion, corresponding to northern and south- 
ern locationr, and these solutions can shift conslderahly over the launch 
window. This st-.ift is directly the reeult of variations in Vhp declination 
already dlrcursed. Northern perfapair locations correspond in a11 considered 
cases to periap~is near the orbit Jescending node, w f t f .  southern solutions 
corre~ponding to an ascending aide periapsis. T h i s  si tudt ion has 1mpi:rtant 
implications for orbit stability, and will be expanded upon in a subsequent 
sect ion. 
In Figure 7 are illustrated the periapsis latitude solutions for just 
the polar orbit inclinatkm for each opportunity, as thcse solutions vary 
over the launch window appropriate for each mission. The curves indicate 
first of all that in considering the set af all Venus opportunitics during 
the 1980°s, periapsls for an eccentric orbit cauld be placed almost anywhcre 
over the Venusian surface, from near the south pole in 1996 to the north 
pole in 1988, with points in between in other ycars. The second type of 
informtion which can be derived from the figure is thc  amount of aps ida l  
rotation which would be required to place periapsi~ at  some specified lati,.ude 
for each opportunity. If a balanced treatment were to be given each hemi- 
rhere, for example, an equatorial periaprir location would  he preferred, and 
Figure 7 would indicate the potential cost of gaining that locatton. 

Another p r d u c t  of t h i s  construct  is  estahliehmcnt rf a c r i t e r i o n  based 
on i m e r t i o n  propulsion limitr t o  aps ida l  s h i f t ,  f o r  t h e  selection of the 
proper o r b i t a l  motion at per iapeie ,  e i t h e r  ascending or descendine. Tt) 
i l l u s t r a t e ,  if per iaps is  were deeigned f o r  a n  equatorial lcvcation ~n 1984 
(Type I), the  preferred motion a t  perispsiti  would bc iwcendiny, sincc. t h i s  
would nomainally br ing  periapais  wi th in  8O t o  20' of the  equa to r .  Desccndinp 
orbLt motion would place per iapa is  a t  l a t i t u d e s  ranging i r o m  50' t o  75" 
north,  requir ing an  unacceptably la rge  aps ida l  s h i f t  t o  relocate  pcriapsis. 
I f  t h e  naninal design were indeed f o r  an  equatorial  perinpsis, m i s s l  ons lo 
1984 and 1988 would prefer  amending motion at  per iapr i s ,  while descentline 
motion would be appropriate  i n  1983, 1986, and 1989. O f  course fo r  per iaps is  
locat ions a t  other spec i f i c  l a t i t i d e a ,  each mission year vould have t o  he 
assersed individual ly with the  a id  of Figure 7 t o  determine t h e  most efficient 
mode t o  minimize ays ida l  s h i f t .  It is  assumed t h a t  radar mapping can be 
gained equal ly well from e i t h e r  o r b i t a l  motion. 
For much of the mission ans lyr ia ,  spec i f i ca l ly  fo r  the  assessment of 
performance eha rac t e r i e t i c s ,  a nominal e h i f t  capabi l i ty  oi 2 0 ~  has been 
provided. This has been chosen as a mean value which allows access t o  most 
of t h e  der i rab le  l a t i t u d e  regions for most of the m i s s i m  o p p o r t u n i t  ies  , 
provides the p o s s i b i l i t y  of an  equator ia l  per iaps is  for a l l  years, y e t  is 
not an unmanageable s h i f t  frm an  o rb i t  Lnsertion view. The amount o f  t h i s  
s h i f t  ac tua l ly  y i e lds  a +_ 20°, or  ?to0 spread i n  l a t i t u d e  around the  nominrl 
per iopsir  loca t ion  f o r  polar  o r b i t s ,  s o  where periapsia  is not constrained 
t o  a pa r t i cu l a r  hedsphe re ,  a high degree of f l e x i b i l i t y  usual ly e x i s t s ,  aa 
b t r t  i l l u a t r a t e d  by Figure 8, Exceptions do occur for  the 1986 and 1988 
opportunl t ier ,  where the double-valued per iaps ls  s a lu t lon  f a l l s  rw:w a pole. 
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and near the equator. For theme caw. un npsidal lhift of + 20° icaves 
inacceraible the regions a t  mid-lat i tudes. 
In sumasry, this analysie of arrival characteristics as iiiustrated 
by Figure 7 for polar orbite, serves t n  indicate those areas nominally 
8cceraible for each misuion year, and the amount of apsldal shift needed t o  
locate periapsis samewhere o~her than its nominal latitude. A typical 
orient&tian for a polar mapping orbit with .5 eccentricity is shown in 
Figure 9 on the preceding page. In thle case periapsis has been shifted off 
the eubperiapeis locus for placement over thc equator. Happing Is depicted 
from pole-to-pole, or 2 90' in true anomaly. 
ORBIT INSERTION ANALYSIS 
A8 indicated in the study nf performance charactoristirs for the various 
mission opportunities, the initial evaluation of perfomancc has treated the 
capabilities for insetting a "rubbsrnn payload into urbft . Ths analysis a1 so 
conriderod a simplified insertion picture to eet  a preliminary foundation 
for a more complete assessment of each opportunity in terw of t h e  spcci f ic 
requirements on orbit insertion propulsion. Study of orbit orientation 
posaibillties for these missions has indicated that provision be made for 
0 20 apsidal shift during the insertion maneuver, arising from the l!esir- 
ability of relocating petiapsis for eccentric orbit.. to s u m  spccrfied lat- 
itude. In addition, t \ ie  Vhp range associated with the mission s e t  yields 
rather long burn times and arcs duriq inrertion for the considered pro- 
pulsion ryatcsm, and suggerts that finite burn loss e f f ec t s  vill not be 
inr lgnif icant . 
The early analysis of orbit insertion considered the effects of transf~ts 
to wbitr of varying eccentricity, where propellant l o ~ d ,  delivered payload, 
and inrertion AV were the principal dependent parameters. A prc-inbertton 
weight of 4000 kg was assumed as nominal, based on the Titap IfIE/~entaur 
capability to deliver that weight to Venus for most mission years. Rurns 
were conridered to be at fixed attitude. Orbit eccentricity and Vhp mag- 
nitude were the independent variablee. These assumptions lcd to a somewhat 
pessimirtic evaluation of finite burn loss; treating a fixed attitude 
insertion is conservative, and the possibility of off-loading the spacecraft 
weight to gain a fixed payload in orbit i n  not constdercd. Given the thrust 
level typical of the 2-engine Viking insertion propulrim initially examincd 
(600 lbf, or 2669 N), thc burn times and arcs for tnsertion into even a 
relatively low energy orbit of . 5  eccentricity were found to result in 
unacceptable losses. The EV penalties assessed orbit insertion ranged between 
400 and 700 m/sec for the considered Vhp range, with losses of far greater 
magnitude for the leas eccentric orbits. The dashed line of Figure lG 
presents the losses, including apsidal shift, with two engines for . 5  
eccantrlcity, 
To counter this high level of finite burn lore a 4-engine system was 
evaluated, with net thrusc level ambled, and predictably, losses were 
reduced to more reasonable levels. In Figure 10 the family of solid curves 
presents the burn loss/apsfdaf shift requirements for the 4-engine conf ig- 
uration, for varying eccentricity and Vhp. Systems etvdies at this point 
indicated that from an operational view growth to a 3-engine Viking ... stem 
would be far superior to anything larger. Losses assxiated with that 
system were then examined and found to be nearer the 4-engine loer figures 
Figure 10 Corrbined Finite Burn Losr and Apsidal S h t f t  Penalty 
For 2 ard 4 Engine Viking 
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than they verr t o  the  2-engine laasce ,  end st411 of n urattngvahlc* nsttrrc?. 
LOSS I B W X B  for the 3-eqfno aystent arc i 1lt1atr::ttd in Figutc. 11  annit~s* 
Vhp nragnitudo, ~1x1  ia  Figure 12 q n  tnst c.ct.clnt ; i r  i t v . 81 1 t rrr'vas Lnc l ttdv 
ul1uwc~nc.e for t h e  20" apttidal ehi f t ,  Thttsc* AV ad Justnrnt  :4 tr~rtli.rl t v  t hc 
modification t o  mfsslcn~ pt.rfornulncc cap;iGtl l ty  p r t w - n t t J  t S . i l  1it.r i n  F i s u r , .  
4 end 5. 
Vhere the intent: !s inetcad rhat ut aaseasitq the qu~rnti tattvr  naturn? 
of f in i t e  bum lass ;ur ~ C H I \ C  fixed deoign paylorid wcci&t, tor v a r i i w s  
prapulrion thrust l e v c l o  conaidcring dLf fcrent orbit: v i  rcs and mlsainn vear 
performance chrractcristfc*, the analyeis rpyrwch n w t  be  m t . d t l i r d  fram 
the trertmnt dctacribed above. A convcrrtent parameter for  the pencrnl i z e d  
wasurunrcnt of f I n i t c  burn loss is the prc-twctt ion t h r w  t t o  wviglkt I at io 
(T!W). With T/W as the principal inclcpendent parumctsv, p, tsrrni ly  a! curvtbs 
has been develoycd, Figure 13, which relate8 the emcwnt ,,f burn loss  t n t h e  
ir~puls ivc  1SV rt?quircwnt, This construct then allaws cltc.11 mtssicrn nppnrtunit y 
to be cvaluatrd in  tern8 of d c f i n i w  adequatib thrust Icvcls ,  ytvetl vwtlet tons 
in Vhp and orbit  crcencrfcity which can bc direct ly  trrrnslatcd t o  imj~t~lstvc 
A En Figure 14 impultaiw AV requirements are shown for cach qylcwtun:?y, 
odjustod for n 20' apsidal s h i f t ,  and varyinn wi th  orbit w w n l r i ~ i t y .  
Hare the highest Vhp mngnitude of each launch windcw hits hcttn sc l t .c t  v c '  f or 
m r a t  case s n n l y a l s ,  
fn Figure 13 curvet, rre included for t m p u l a f v r ~  AV levels of  1800, ?OW, 
3000, and 3800 mlssc, whtch roughly correspond tit t fw range cxpecttd for the  
considered Vhp mgnl t ucles and orbit  eccentr ic  i t  i c r  . Tht* dashtsd lirwt; p w t r r v  
bum loso es n constant pcrcanta~c  of inp?ulstvc dV, TP i ~ o t t i h l i s h  n c r f  t c r -  
ion for det errnlnin~ t h e  thrwt  Ii*vt*l (number of V t  k l n ~  t~rt::l tw i r )  adcqtrrt v t .lr 
Figure 13 Finite Eurn Loss for  Varying Initial Thrust to Weight 
Figure 14 Impulsive Delta47 Requirement for A l l  Missions 
I i I I ;   1 + 0 .  i I I - - 
0 2000 2500 3000 
Impu 1 s ive bV (m 'set) 
Figure 15  Pre-insertton Weight Limits for Varying Thrust Lwels 
With F f n f t e  Burn Loss Less Than 400 m/sec 
- .  . . .. .. 
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a given bV requlremtant and initial (pre-insert ion) weight, un arbitrary 
limlt on allovnble burn loss magnitude ha* been assumcd. A fixed magnitude 
limit in this situation is probably a m o r e  reasonable constraint than a 
fixed percentage of impulsive AV, since for a fixed percrntage limit higher 
losses would be allowed where higher basic bV leve+s already exist. On 
thts premise, a burn loss limit of 400 m l w -  hr- bczn considered, as shewn 
By t5, shaded boundary of Figure 13. 
With this limit a mLcLtlum T/W can be defined for the various impulsive 
AV levels, and as thrust is equated to the 1, 2, 3,  and 4-engine eom5inatiotts, 
maxirmrm initial weight limits 8.c established for each systm. This picture 
is then illustrated by Figure 15. where the propulsion system design 
"switchover" p o i n t s  are related t ( 3  t,V anc! initial weight. On the saw pln! 
can be superimposed a curve which represents  the initial wight required tc 
achieve a fixed, desired wight in orbit, also varying v f t h  AV. Based ou 
detailed systems' assessments of weight i n  orbit requirements, a nominal 
payload of 750 kg has been considered adequate for these missions. ThZs 
analysis leads to the deFinit,ior, nf the maximum initial weight which vill 
achieve the desired payload in orbit yet hold finite burn loss under 400 
mfsec, appropriate to each engine combination and various 5V requirements. 
The critical points are circled in Figure 15. 
From the philosophy outlined above, all mission years were then 
re-examined, not on the hasis of  defining payload capability, but instead 
with the view of defining requtrcd insertion propulsion characteristics for 
gaining the 750 kg desircd payload. Figure 16 therefore represents an 
alternatfve picture of performance for the Venus orbital radar missions. 
Naturally, in this treatment whf ch emphasizes orbit insert ion, \'hp m g n i  t vcic. 
I I 
1 
I 
I 
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! 750 !kg useful W l g h t  I n  Orbit I 9 I ( 2 0 ° / ~ p s l d d l  Rot t i on  ! i I I i i 
Ff gure 16 Pre-insertcon Weighi qequirements for A l l  Missions 
With Associa ted  Propulsion System Characterist.lcs 
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aesumt?s a grea t e r  importance i n  the evaluat ion of wiss io~l  years.  The curves 
of Figure 16 i l l u s t r a t e  pre- inser t  ion weight r equ i r cwnt s  for  each oppar- 
t un i ty  and are functions o t  a r r i v a l  Vhp anJ the Jcs i rcv l  orbi t  eccentricity, 
for  t he  assumed 750 kp payload i n  o r b i t .  These i n i t  iirl w r , i ~ h t  rcquiremcnts 
i n  turn  define tht. required prc)pulsion system. f n  thi:; pr,-.filt: the  rq:Cne 
combination "switchover" points  are indicated,  d o n g  with prupcllant 1:ud 
expressed a s  a percentage of nominal Viking propellant tank capacity.  pro- 
pel lan t  load t s  d i r e c t l y  re la ted  to the lequirud i n i t i a l  wight whrn payload 
weight is f i x e d ,  and is a l s o  8 function ~t the propellant i n c r t s  assumed 
for the propulsion system. The cross-hatched region o l  the p lo t  Indicate8 
l i m i t s  t o  pre- inser t ion  weight which der fve  fran the capabt l i ty  of Ti tan  
I'IlE/Centaur, based on the  launch energv (C.,) a s s c ~  iated with teach miss ion. 
Inspection of Figure 16 shows tha t  fo r  an orbit of . 5  eccen t r i c i t y ,  
a l l  mission years can achieve the desireti i m c r t e d  payload v i t h  an in se r t  ion 
-
prapulston system of no mote than 3 englnes,  and with propcllanr requirtmt*nts 
ranging f rom a nominal Viking tankage sttuation i n  1983 and 1984 t o  a GO% 
growth i n  1986. With an c t c c n t r i c i t y  of .3 ,  niissions in and 19813 would 
be unat tainable  from launch energy l imi t s ,  while !be 19% Type 1 mission 
would need 4 engines. For orb i t  e c c e n t r i c i t i e s  b ~ l o w  .1, nearly a l l  years  
would require  a higher pertormance in se r t i on  system and nwch la rner  prc\- 
pel lan t  a l l oca t i ans  with TLtnn f T l ~ / ~ c n t o u r  as the launch vk-hic l e .  
Currant ind ica t ions  p i n t  t o  the 3-ertginc conftgurntion as an opera- 
t i o n a l l y  workable Viking gxcrwth a l t c rns r  s*. . and a ?  though a 6m. growth i n  t h e  
nominal Viking tankage is not i n s ign i f i can t ,  t he  pr imary  r~oncluston t o  be 
drawn from this  analys is  tg the a t t r ac t iveness  o f  the . 5  orhi t  c c t m t r l c i t y  
f o r  the reference mapping orb i t  &&sign. 
ORBIT STABILT'IT 
Concurrent Ly with the ma1 ysis of orbit i n s w t  I ~ j n  rt.quirertrcnts, w!:i  ch  
suggested that a mapping orbit s i t e  of .'i ~ c c c w t r i t . i t y  wtx t1d  proviJc thr 
fltxf.billty of it v i . ~ b l t *  misston f o r  C A C ~  ~ p p ~ u ' t i ~ r i i t  v in  t l w  fYcJO's, tht- 
stability characterlet ics of cccuntric, polar orbf t rj wore excuntnml. ' h n  
preliminary hypc?thcses involving them characteristics wcre tested prlor co 
a general permetric cval wriort of stabi 11 ty against otbi c eccentricity .mL! 
periapais latitude. 
First, from the sirnilarttics in celestial 8eoaetry at encounter for all 
missions observed earlier, the sensitivity of the stability picturc t~ 
mission opportunity was asscssc~rf and founiq t o  br minimal. !;cconJly, t t w  
effect of considering orbit inclinations ncex, but not: rxartly, polar  ( 9 0 " ) ,  
was addressed. Since a sidc -looking radar would rvquirt* swn* off  -polar 
inclination hiss to view rhtl true pole of *'lc planet . int- 1 i nat i ons v f  up 
0 to +_ 15 off true polar wt4re examined to deCt?rmine whethe1 their stabilftv 
characteriet i r s  were suLf icivntly r lose to those o t  9n0 inc i inat  ion whitz 
t o  allow the sfmplifvi.np polar orbit assumption t o  be m d c  f c r  the parnmetrics. 
Differences in p e r l i ~ p s i s  altituctc variation c w r r  ir 2143 day rnlssiox l i ~ ' c ~ f t m ~  
were found to he Lm t!w order ot  only 5 km for o r b i t s  ot .5 ~ ~ c ~ n ! r ! c . ! t v ,  
0 
considering inclinntions of W* + 15  , and thc  polar o r h t t  assum!*t i ~ ~ n  h:+s 
theref ore becn assunwd v o )  t c t  for the f 01 lowing analysis. 
Other assumptions rtalavant to thle study involve t lw  influcncgc. of 
various perturbative term on the life of rr Venus orbiter. ~t~vity brmontts 
which can he est,imrrttd for Vcnus based on the lilt le kntwfed~t .  a v a t  l . lb l t - ,  
such ee the J2 term from dltritc-neao, nppaar t t ~  tw insi~nii icant . ItigIwr 
order hannonicr remain unknown. The existence of mascons would anly be 
rpesulative, cer ta in ly  unmoctelable. Given t h l r  s i tua t ion  a.rd the proximity 
of Venw t o  t h e  sun. the dcxninnnt influence on orbit  s t a b i l i t y  has been 
arrrrmed t o  he frm solar  perturbatione on the orbi t .  
The type of i n s t a b i l i t y  that  can exie t  for  a polar orbi t  i a  i l l u s t r a t ed  
moot c lear ly  by Figure 17. This representa a ra ther  extreme case, for  e 
high eccentricity or .8, but share the  crucia l  Laf luence of pertapsis  location 
i n  lat i tude.  This  case corresponds t o  periapsie m a r  the orbi t  ascendtag node. 
If periapris  l a  located on or very near the  planet equator, var ia t ion  i n  
periapsir  a l t i t u d e  is minimal over the  l i f e  of the  mission. As perinpsis 
i r  located much off the  equator, however, the  a l t i t u d e  var ia t ion  becanes 
0 
s igni f icant .  A location at only 20 S caures the i n i t i a l  periapsic ~ l t i t u d e  
of 400 km t o  grow t o  800 km i n  250 days, while: a location a t  20° N resul t s  
i n  entry in to  the atmoephere only 160 days a f t e r  inser t  icm. Locat ions 
fur ther  removed from the equator tend t o  aggravate the  variat ion,  although 
the  amount of the  increased var ia t ion  is not ru la rge  at the higher latf tudes, 
0 
se  seen by the differences between the 40' and 20 curves of Figure 1 7 .  
If periapeia were near the descending node of the o rb i t ,  the curves would 
reverse for  poaitive and negative l a t i tude r .  That is, wlth ascending node 
motion about periapsie, a northern per iapr i r  caures a l t i t u d e  decay. With 
descending motion about periapeis,  the same northern locat ion would cause 
periapsie gruwth a t  about t h e  earn ra t e .  To r\mraarite t h i s  e f f e c t ,  pertapsis 
a l t i tude  i n  polar orbi t  decay8 for  a northern pcr iapr is  vhen nearest the 
arcending node, and for  a southern per iapr i r  whea nearest the  descending node. 
To avoid a l t i t u d e  decay then, arcending node mirriona rhould seek a southern 
pe r l apah ,  and descending node mlssionr a northern periapais,  Referring t o  
I 4 
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Figure 17 Periapeie Altitude History in Polar Orbit for 
.8 Eccentricity and Varying Periapeie Latitude 
Pipre 18 Periopsl~ Altitude Hirtory in Polar Orbit for 
Varying Eccentricity and Periapsfe Lat irude 
the earlier discussion of arrival orbit orientations, this desired tittuaticn 
arises naturally from the charactctistics of nominal transfer for all the 
conaidered missions. 
Of primary interest to the miss ion parametric trades is the effect of 
eccentricity on this picture of polar  arbit stobil ity. Figure 17 i l l u s t r n t ~ d  
an extreme situation for high eccentricity, In Figure 18 the maximum 
variation in periapeis a1 t itude is shorn varying with eccentricity, with 
periapsis latitude a field parameter, again considering ascending motion 
about periapsis. From this view. orbit stability become8 much less of a 
problem where ecccntriclty is kept under about .6. A t  an eccentricity of 
.5  the variation in altitude is no more than 50 to 60 kn even with periapsis 
at 2 l o 0 ,  and thin design would r~quire two r r h l t  trims of 5 mlscc  each 
t o  hold within a +_ 10 km deadbaqd around the nominal 400 km altitude. Tor 
eccentricities of .4 or less the variation becomes negligible. 
To sumnarize, an eccentricity of' ,b for a polar orbit mission represents 
a probable upper limit for manageable orbit stability characteristics, f f  
off -equatorial pcriapsi~ locations arc to be considered. Lesser eccentricities 
yield increasingly more stable orbits, while eccentricities above .6 tend t o  
become unstable exponentially. At thcse higher eccentricities the locat ion 
of periapsis off the equator determines the degree of instability. 
Occultstion histories in polar orbit have heen generated to factli tate 
system design trades which ere c l c ~ s e l y  related to sun and Earth shadow timcs. 
Figure 19 illustrates characteristic occultations for an orhit of . 5  cccen- 
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0 tricity, 9Q inclination, with periepsis located at the c-qu~tnr  and at an 
altitude of 400 km, The partic~lar miseion opportunftv for t h i s  profile i b  
a 1984 Type 11. As indicated by the cxnolination of encounter Reonetry, 
orbit tnsertfon occurs aJt of Earth view. Soon after insertion perfapsis 
begins a period of occultation from the sun. Ifidway into t)re orbiter missicvt  
apoaprir passes through Earth shadow, and 30 day8 later,  through +.'x sun 
rhdaw. This period represents maximum per orbit occultationr with u:-ich the 
spacecraft must contend. The duration of these maximum occulcatians i 5  
presented in Figure 20 for vatyirig eccentrtcity, 8h.m ar total hovrs 
occulted per orbit &ad percent of orbit period. As indicated by the two 
curves, although the occriltation time per orbit f acrehses with inrrraecd 
ecceatricity, the percent of the orbit petloci spent in occult~tiar!  acical?y 
decreares, reprerenting a net decrersz jn total occuitetim time over the 
mission ducattoa. 
Figure 21 then illustrates how the occultation picture in paler orbft 
varies when periaprls i s  located off the equator. The effect of off-equaror- 
La1 periapria locations is that of increasing the duration of aear-periapci:: 
occultation while decreasing the dvmtion of near-apoapsir occultation. 
In the fdaure maximum periapsis and apoapsio occultation times arc sbi*m 
varying with both eccentric Lty and pertapsir latitude. The more signi f iranr 
effect in from eccenrriclty, but perl.apsis latitude becornrs signifiranr at 
the higher eccentricities. 
As suggested by encounter geometry similarity, the occultations were 
found to be relatively independent of mirrion opportunity. Over rhc sct of 
ail o~portmitfor in t';e 1980ia, thc tCming of the ovrrall occultzltion 
pattern might shift by + 30 day6 with respect to orbit insertion, hut the 
relationship of particular occultations with one another remains unchavged. 
In a11 cases, the 243 day mission duration necessitates passage throu~h b o t h  
periods of maximum periapsis and ayoapsis occultation, 
CONCLUSIONS FOR ORBIT DESIGN 
From the various elements shaping orbit design for a Venus orbital radar 
mapper which have so far been treated in this study, conclusions can htl. drawn 
at this point for the reference design. Orbit inclinations near polar arc 
necessary for area mapping of all latitudes, and nothing prohibitive of that 
design has been disclosed. For eccentrtc mapping orbits, nominal per iaps i s  
location iu latitude has much flexibility when considering the set of all 
mission opportunities fcr the 1980's. The provision of a 2 20° apsida.1 shift 
during orbit insertion further enhances periapsis latitude possibilities, and 
al l -  positioning periapsis over the equator in all mission years. When 
mapping from an eccentric orbit, an equatorial periapsis is desirable to 
achieve a complete surface map balancing coverage over both hemispheres. 
Orbital motion at periapsis, ascending or descending, is determined princi- 
pally by the specific latitude, or hemisphere, desired for periapsis, so be- 
comes a function of radar mapping strategy, required apsidal shift, and is 
misnion year dependent. To gain access to all longitudes, the duration of 
the orbiter nission must be 243 days mapping pole-to-pole in an eccentric 
orbit, or 122 days mapping a full 360° from a circular orbit. 
The size of the orbit, defined by eccentricity, has become the most 
crucial deeip trade of the mission study. Circular orbits would afford 
the simplest mission for the radar systems, while placiug very heavy dcmmds 
on the launch and orbit insertion propulsion, and hcr~ce i m p l y  considerable 
dependence on ntw technology development to achieve adoquate perf onnance 
for all comidered years. Design of an eccentric orbit . wforms nwrc to 
the philosophy o f  establishing a mission of attractive cost, mission feas- 
ibility for all available launch opportunities, and full implementation of 
state of the art technoloby. This would however require for the radar 
system the development of some technique which allws adtlquate mapping from 
a varying altitude and range history, sn that the potential for s complete 
0 
surface map f r a  2 90 in latitude could be preserved. A radar mapptrq 
technique which does resolve the problems of variable range, increased 
parer, and stgnal ambiguity has been defined by the systems' analysrs of 
the Martin study (Ref 3), and its characteristics will br ciiscussed in the 
following section. 
Given a resolution of the eccentric orbit mapping problems associated 
vith an orbital radar, the mission analysis has converged on a preferred 
orbit size. As addressed in the evaluation of mission performance and orbit ' 
insertion requirements, an eccentricity of .5  vith a 400 km perfapsis alti- 
tude provides mission feasibility for all launch years of the 1980's. Launch 
can be achieved with Titan IIIE/Centaur, and orbit insertion w i t h  a slightly 
modifted Viking propulsion system of 3 engines and somewhat enlarged pro- 
pellant tankage. Eccentricities below .5  would cause the loss of s m  
n:ission years, given the proposed launch/insertion system. A n  upper bound 
to orbit size derives from the assessment of orbit stability. For eccentric- 
iti.es of .6 or greater, perfapsis altitude variation in polar orbit can 
become unmanageable when coupled with periapsis lctcations a t  latitudes much 
removed from the equator. Although an equatorial periapsis would nominally 
be prefer 1 far  the  surface mapping, the  p o s s i b i l i t y  of an off-equatorial  
per iaps is  should be considered for  misrion evolut ion f l e x i b i l i t y .  For the 
0 
o rb i t  eccen t r i c i t y  of .S, with pe r i aps l s  a t  .+ 40 l a t i t u d e ,  var ia t ion  i n  
per iaps is  a l t i t u d e  over a 243 day mission l i f e  is about 50 km, and could  h e  
held t o  within + - 10 km of the desired 400 km with two o r b i t  trims of 5 m/sec 
each. 
fa sumiary, the  o r b i t  design suggested as the  best approach t o  gain 
a rea  topographical mapping of Venus with radar  imaging wwld be of polar  t o  
near-polar inc l ina t ion ,  of . 5  eccen t r i c i t y  with a 400 km per iaps is  idea l ly  
located near the planet equator,  and of e i t h e r  ascending or descending motion 
about per iapsis .  This implies the exis tence of a mapping s t r a t egy  vhich 
gains coverage over + 90° i n  l a t i t u d e  during each mapping pass,  and thus 
requires  an o rb i t e r  l i f e  of a t  l ea s t  243 days t o  achieve f u l l  coverage i n  
longitude. This design makes r ea l i zab le  mission opportuni t ies  for a l l  
considered years.  
RADAR DESIQ'? AlOD SURFACE COVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS 
The problems of radar  iumging from a varying range t o  the  surface have 
been brought under control  by use of a var iab le  side-look program fo r  the 
radar beam during each mapping pass. This technique involves a l l w i n g  
side-look angle, measured out of the  o r b i t  plane frcxn the  radius vector t o  
0 
t he  radar beam, t o  vary between 50" a t  per iape is  and 12 a t  t 90' t rue  anom- 
a ly ,  fo r  an o rb i t  of . 5  eccent r ic i ty .  By using a variable  beam o f f se t  from 
rad ia l ,  ra ther  than a fixed o f f se t  , the  range increase with t rue  aainualy 
and spacecraft  a l t i t u d e  is  reduced, and the width of the mapping swath Is 
he ld  n e a r l y  cons tan t .  The d i r e c t  r e s u l t  of t h i s  s t r a t e g y  t r a n s l a t e s  i n t o  
reduced radar  power r e q u i r e m n t s ,  reduced signal ambiguity problems, and J 
wider a l t i t u d e  ralrge aver vhich radar  mapping can be e f fec ted .  I n  f a c t ,  
t h f s  p a r t i c u l a r  SLA p r o f i l e  def ined f o r  t h e  o r b i t  of . 5  e c c e n t r i c i t y  does 
0 
allow % ~ l p p i n g  90 t r u e  anomaly, and thus  achieves  t h e  d r s i r e j  p c l e - t c - p ~ l c  
mapping p o t e n t i a l .  
With pole-to-pole mapping, t h e  p r e f e r r e d  p e r i a p s i s  l o c a t i o n  i n  l a t i t u d e  
is near  t h e  equa tor ,  with coverage balanced over both hemlapheres. For the 
suggested des ign  of .5 e c c e n t r i c i t y  and 90' t n c l i n a c i m .  s u r f a c e  r e s o l u t i o n  
gained by varying SLA between 50° and 1 2 O  becaeus variable w i t h  t r u e  a n a a l y ,  
such t h a t  5C meter r e s o l u t i o n  is  achieved over t h e  equator ,  100 meters a t  
0 60 tetitude, ar.2 2 0 0  meters aver t h e  po la r  regions .  Typical radar  power 
requirements a r e  on t h e  order  of 333 w a t t s  for each mapping pass.  The v f d t h  
C 
of t h e  radar  beam has !wet! s ized  a t  2 . 1 3 '  t o  provide ample swach over lap 
from success ive  mapping passes .  For t h e  proposed o r b i t  design and mapping 
s t r a t e g y  of fmaging every orblt, t h e  amount of t h a t  overlap ranger; frnn! a 
minimum of 3OZ a t  t h e  equator  t o  near  1002 a t  t h e  p o l a r  regions .  
The u l t i m a t e  r e s u l t  of both r a d a r  and mission desfgn is the s u r f a c e  
coverage a c t u a l l y  r e a l i z e d  by t he  proposed mapping s t r a t e g y .  Typical mappxng 
swaths are i l l u s c r a t e d  i n  Figure  22 drawn on a g i o b a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  ct  tht 
Venus surface .  For c l a r i t y ,  ind iv idua l  swrtths have been s h o w  space,' a t  
i n t e r v a l s  correspondfng t.o cvcry 10th mapping pass.  Mapping sc t a a l  l y  o;cGrs 
dur ing  t h e  t 90° true anomaly r a w e  of each o r b i t .  ThC o r b i t  t r a c e  arsorxate i ;  
with swath "0" is ind ica ted ,  with p e r i a p s i s  l o c a t i o n  denoted a t  t h e  planet  
equator.  North, tn the Vcnuw o f b i t  plane system, is toward the t o p  of the 
figure. A s  the  p l a n e t ' s  reverse s p i n  progresses  t h r  inertinl orbi t  from 
b 
REPRODUCIBILI'lY OF THE 
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS POOR 
west to east with respect to surface points, the swath advances i n  that 
direction with ti-. Here the orbit inclination is rhmm as true polnr, so 
that coverage of the exact poles is not achieved. The amount of inclination 
0 
offeet to gain coverage of one planet pole would be & 7.4 from go0,  ~ i v c n  
the prwdranared SLA history appropriate to this reference desigu. 
NAVIGATICm AND ORBIT DETeRmIQAT[(IR 
The missions to Venus in the 19tlO's have been examined to detcrminr? 
navigation characteristics associated with their interplanetary cruise 
phases and to aosess the accuracy with which orbit detednation can 2i.f inr 
the resultant orbit about the planet. Midcourse AV requircmentb hnvt, hvcn 
evaluated for twc of the missions considered representative of the cntirr  
set -- a Type 11 trajectory in 1984 and a Type I trajectory in 1988. Fvr  
each iniseion an Encke integrated trajectory, targeted to the desired arr iva l  
conditions, has been generated L J  a l l w  the statistical definition of m i d -  
course AV and trajectory dispersions. The analysis has considered a somew!wt 
pessimistic assumption of navigation error levels existent in the 1980's. 
Neither Quasi-Very-Long-Baseline Tnterferametry tracking/processiug. nor 
charged particle calibration capability, have been assumed. Hence, t tw 
equivalent etation location errors are aized at 4.5 m for spin radiis, 4.25m 
for z-height, and 5 . 0  rn for longitude, all one-sigma values. Execut Inn errors 
for the midcourse corrections correspond to .25% proportionality, 25 m / s e c  
0 
resolution, and .5 pointing. Errors in the Venue ephemeris have als? been 
considered, and arsumed to be 20 km spherical in position. 
For each misuion two midcourre correction8 are considered adequate. 
The f i r s t  is executed  5 day8 a f t e r  launch t o  remove i n j e c t  i on  e r r o r s .  A 
second l a  e x ~ c u t c d  10 days p r i o r  t ~ l  Veirus a r r i v a l  to remove t h a c  t r t r j t ~ c t a t - v  
e r r o r s  which graw from the  execution of the i n i t i a l  midcoursc,  and i t  s r.1 [ , b i t  
i a  t h a t  of t f n c - t u n i n g  the t r ~ j t ~ c t o r y  t o  achit*v@ t h e  dcsircd en-nuntcr  
c u n d t t i o n s .  Table 3 p r r s c n r s  t h e  resul t f n ~  s t a t i r r t i c a i  AV mgnf  tudcs  (nwan 
+ th tee-s igma)  for both miss i o n s ,  a1 onr: w i t h  r e s u l  tin# aimplane diaptbrs tons 
mapped to  encoun te r .  
Table J N a u t ~ a t i o n  Auitlysis 
AV (in/scc) One-sigma Encrwntcr E r r o r s  
Miss ion  M/C 1 M/C 1 Tota l  0 Rp(km) 1 1 ~ 1  (dvg) (7 i ( t k g )  
- - - - -L_*_--- I_--- l_l_ 
Thc rtnalvs l r  i n t l i r a t c s  t-hat 1 ) rr~!Jecwrsc AV rcquircmcnt s arc abtwrrt t 
s i z e  ant icfpated and ot 3 nmnajii-atl:e nature, 2) n e i  thcr e r r o r s  i n  p;*r i,ip:: ;- 
l o c a t i o n  (u) or i n c l i n a t i o n  (c  i) art* significant, and 3) d ispcrs ic rns  I n  t ht 
r a d i u s  of  c l o s c s t  npprnnch (oKp i  nwry hc* l a r g e r  t h a n  cxpcctcd .  Cons iclrr ir.?: 
t h e  3-sigma rariiu:4 c r r i r  for 1039 yfr'li ls  a p a t c n t f a f  d f s p v r s t o n  at 3 { t *  knt. 
which would  no t  hc act t*ptablt .  whrw r o r g c t i n g  to a n m ~ i n n l  n l t i t u d c  ot 1cOO km.  
'No tcrhn1qur.s  es is t  w h i c h  can n l l e v i a t c  the proh1r.m of l a r g e  r:actiu:: 
errtit-. Thc first ~ n v o l v t - s  incorp<jrnt ion  of charged p a r t i c l e  cell  i hrat  i :\tr 
i n t o  the n a v i ~ n t i c w  prlrctass .  This wou!d neccsc r i t a t e  i n c l u s i o n  o i  b c > t ' i  S-brntt 
and S-band c n p a h i l t t v  ~inlroard thr> s p n c c c r a f t ,  hut would reduce cncounrt,r 
r*rr,!ra hy ahout 50;: .  A st-~.oriil 81 t t ~ n a t  ise invo lves  b i a s i n g  t h e  r r a  1 t . c  or? 
aimpoint  a t  Venus auf f fc i r n t  l y  t o  cnsu rc  encounter r a d i u s  f a 1  1 s  hcytmd .tnv 
po in t  which niisht lcad t n r a p i d  a l t i t u d e  decay. Thir t cchn iquc  Imp! i t 9  
i n s c r t i n n  a t  an i l l t i  t-ude grcrltvr r hnn t h e  dee l r cd  600 km f o r  nominrr~ .brht t 
periapaie, and so requires some provision for a smell orbit trim maneuver 
to be executed soon after tnst.rtion to bring perfapsis back to t h e  desired 
altitude. This technique has hren succcssfully used for most of the Lunar 
Orbiter missions of the late 1960's and has proven effective. 
The considered mapping ~.rbits have teen treated to a cursory evaluation 
to assess the degree to which nminal orbit determination can define position 
and velocity of the spacecraft in its orbft . Orbit sizes corresponding to 
eccentricities of O., .3, and .5 have been considered, with periapsfs ol ti- 
tude at 400 kn and 90' inclination, and the in-orbit uncertainties associated 
with each after 24 hours of tracking are listted in Table 4. The results 
indicate that although the circular orbit does ,axhibit a somewhat higher 
level of uncertainty than : i - ,c*  c-:-c-entric c t S i t s .  i n  ,-RA!) arid nt'EL, the 
difference is minim?. h e - s i g n l a  crrorc range from 17 to 25 m in radius 
for all orbits, with velocitv uncertainty between 3 and 8 m/sec,  as ccccn- 
tricity varies from .5 to c i r c u l a r .  Nonc nf the observed error magnitudvs 
suggests any impairment of the radar mapping capability. 
Table 4 O r b i t  Determination Uncertainty 
--- - 
e o RAT: :' POS(rms) fl VEL (rms ) 
The approach suggestr.d hy this .rtudy for area topogrtlplrical mappint: nt 
Venus with an orbital radar invc1 lvc~s  gaining t h ~ t  mirp from ;I polar orbit of 
.5 eccentricity. Periapsis i8 designed for an altitude of 400 km, f o c n t c d  
ncar the planet equator. This rt*ccmmendatton for eccentric orbit nlnppfng 
rests on the desire to pruvidc mission viability for all considered oppcbr- 
tunities of the 19801s, holding to a rcaeonablc program c o s t .  For th i s  
design, launch can h e  achieved with Titan IIIE/Centaur, and orbit it.:wr-t ion 
with n modified Viking insertion propulsion system, in all mission ytanrs. 
The paver and signal ambiguity problems of radar imaging fran a varying 
altitude and range arc resolved by programing a variable side-look nnb;lt. 
for the radar beam over each mapping pass. This technique reduces the. rangcl 
increnae with true anoma:y and achieves a nearly constant swept surfsrt. area 
0 
Mapping occurs every orbit over a + 90 spread in true anomaly tlbout pcriapsis.  
yielding a contiguous pat :ern of approximate pole-to-polc swaths. PI t w i s  ic11 
for etlecting a +_ 20' apsidvl shift during orbit insertion is rcronasnw!~d t r  
allow locating pcriapsis at the equator for all years. Duration of t h ~  
orbfter mission must bc nr l c n s t  2/43 days. The mapping strategy so d ~ f  i l l ~ t  
gains surface coverage approaching 100% of the planet area, with overlap 
between 30% and 1007,, at resolutions ranging from 50 mctcrs at the equator 
to 200 meters near the poles. 
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